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**Aim:** To determine the theoretical and clinical minimum image pixel resolution and maximum compression appropriate for anterior eye image storage.

**Methods:** Clinical images of the bulbar conjunctiva, palpebral conjunctiva, and corneal staining were taken at the maximum resolution of Nikon: CoolPix990 (2048 × 1360 pixels), DVC:1312C (1280 × 811), and JAI-CV-S3200 (767 × 569) single chip cameras and the JVC: KYF58 (767 × 569) three chip camera. The images were stored in TIFF format and further copies created with reduced resolution or compressed. The images were then ranked for clarity on a 15 inch monitor (resolution 1280 × 1024) by 20 optometrists and analysed by objective image analysis grading. Theoretical calculation of the resolution necessary to detect the smallest objects of clinical interest was also conducted.

**Results:** Theoretical calculation suggested that the minimum resolution should be ≈579 horizontal pixels at 25× magnification. Image quality was perceived subjectively as being reduced when the pixel resolution was lower than 767 × 569 (p < 0.005) or the image was compressed as a BMP or < 50% quality JPEG (p < 0.005). Objective image analysis techniques were less susceptible to changes in image quality, particularly when using colour extraction techniques.

**Conclusion:** It is appropriate to store anterior eye images at between 1280 × 811 and 767 × 569 pixel resolution and at up to 1:70 JPEG compression.

Two of the major considerations with digital imaging are the resolution needed to image the object of interest and the compression that can be utilised to minimise the space needed to store the image. If photographs are to be used to detect pathology, monitor progression, and protect against litigation it is essential that the resolution is sufficient to allow all clinical features of interest to be detected and that this is not compromised by the image storage. Improvements in digital technology have resulted in a sensitivity and specificity to detect retinal pathology comparable with analogue images and direct observation of patients by ophthalmologists, although this has not been assessed for anterior eye images.

Resolution is the ability to distinguish between two adjacent points. In digital imagery, this depends on the number of pixels that comprise the image. The Diabetic Retinopathy Screening Committee concluded that fundus photography with 1000 × 1000 pixels is adequate to match the resolving power of the human eye, but adjusted the requirement to 1365 × 1000 pixels to allow for the rectangular shape of digital camera image sensors.

Image compression is a technique to reduce file size by removing redundant information. In some compression methods the full information can be retrieved (termed “lossless” formats such as TIFF (tagged image file format)), but in others the information is permanently deleted (“lossy” formats such as JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group)). If all images are taken at maximum quality, storage and archiving can become an issue. Handling large file sizes slows a storage database owing to the amount of processing needed, thereby reducing the advantage of the speed of digital technology. Basu and colleagues suggested that up to a JPEG compression ratio of 1:20 (between 100–75% JPEG) was appropriate, based on objective analysis with lesion counts. Others have identified 75% JPEG as an appropriate limit from subjective analysis of digital images.

Subjective grading, even with the use of grading scales, has been found to have significant levels of interobserver variability. Various image analysis methods have been demonstrated to make grading objective, improving repeatability. Edge detection (in which relative changes between neighbouring pixels are compared) and colour extraction (in which the object of interest colour is compared to the overall colour intensity) techniques have been shown to be more discriminatory between scale grades, repeatable, and robust to changes in image luminance.

Therefore, this study aimed to determine the most appropriate resolution and compression for anterior eye imaging, by evaluating calculated, subjective, and objective results of image compression and reductions in resolution.

**METHODS**

Four cameras were utilised: Nikon-CoolPix990 (2048 × 1360; Tokyo, Japan), DVC-1312C model (1280 × 811; Austin, TX, USA), and JAI-CV-S3200 (767 × 569; Copenhagen, Denmark) single square chip cameras and the JVC-KYF58 (767 × 569; Yokohama, Japan) camera had the same resolution as the JAI-CV-S3200, but consists of three chips of this resolution, with light split by prisms to each of the red, green, and blue filtered chips. The cameras were attached to the same Takagi slit lamp (Nagano, Japan) in turn for images of the anterior eye to be captured.

Images of the bulbar conjunctiva, palpebral conjunctiva, and central corneal staining were taken with each camera and stored as TIFF files (non-compressed format). Copies of the images in TIFF format with reduced resolutions (bicubic resampling) and compression were created using Adobe Photoshop v5.0 (San Jose, CA, USA).

Twenty optometrists reordered the randomised images in order of quality compared to the original maximum resolution TIFF image. The images were displayed on a 15 inch (LGV-77T5) cathode ray tube monitor with a resolution of 1280 × 1024.

**Abbreviations:** BMP, bit mapped graphics format; JPEG, Joint Photographic Experts Group; SVGA, super video graphics array; TIFF, tagged image file format
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number of pixels had dropped to and the mean ranks did not differ from each other until the compression was \( \leq 25\% \) JPEG compression (compression ratio 1:109; \( p<0.005; \) fig 2). The BMP (bit mapped graphics) format is generally considered to be a comparatively lossless method of compression, yet BMP images were consistently (\( p<0.005 \)) ranked as a lower quality image, comparable to \( \sim 25\% \) (1:109 ratio) JPEG compression.

Clinical objective grading

As objective grading results in a continuous scale the results were analysed by analysis of variance.\(^{17}\) Changes in resolution showed a statistically significant difference with edge detection (\( F = 2.77, p<0.05 \)) when reduced to \( \leq 320 \times 213 \) pixels, but not with colour extraction (\( F = 0.01, p = 1.00; \) fig 3). Compression of images did not significantly affect edge detection (\( F = 0.26, p = 0.93 \)) or colour extraction (\( F = 0.50, p = 0.99 \)) image analysis. However, figure 4 indicates that the colour extraction technique to be relatively more affected by changes in compression then resolution.

The camera type significantly affected the image analysis results. Edge detection showed a significant difference between images taken with the Nikon-Coolpix and the other three cameras for both resolution (\( F = 8.14, p<0.001 \)) and compression (\( F = 11.06, p<0.001 \)). Colour extraction showed a difference between images taken with the Nikon-Coolpix and DVC-1312C for both resolution (\( F = 4.01, p<0.01 \)) and compression (\( F = 5.10, p<0.01 \)). In comparison with the commonly used Efron pictorial grading scale, the difference between camera types was 0.2 (SD 0.4) units for edge detection and 0.1 (SD 0.4) Efron scale units for edge detection.\(^{17}\)

DISCUSSION

The theoretical resolution required to observe the smallest anterior eye pathological features varies with the magnification level of the slit lamp observation system. At a typical medium level of magnification (25 \( \times \)), 567 pixels across the horizontal field of view is required to detect an object 30 \( \mu \)m in diameter. Subjective grading identified that an image could be reduced to 767 \( \times \)569 pixel resolution (an 88\% reduction in file size compared to a 2048 \( \times \)1360 pixel image) with no perceivable loss in image quality and this was independent of the camera used to take the images. The necessary integration of pixels to display images of higher resolution than the 1280 \( \times \)1024 pixel monitor led to a perceived reduction in image quality. Objective grading was less susceptible to resolution degradation, such that images
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**Figure 1** Mean subjective ranking for each camera model’s resolution range. Error bars = 1 SD (n = 20).

1280 \( \times \)1024 pixels. The images were also objectively analysed by purpose designed edge detection and colour extraction computer software.\(^{13}\)

RESULTS

Theoretical calculation

Microcysts are about the smallest objects of clinical relevance on the anterior eye, being 15–50 \( \mu \)m.\(^{14–16}\) As the light from an object could fall across the diameter of two pixels, a pixel size equivalent to 15 \( \mu \)m is necessary for reliable image capture of objects \( \geq 30 \) \( \mu \)m. The magnification (and hence the field of view) of a slit lamp can be varied. The typical slit lamp imaging system requires 597 horizontal pixels at 25 \( \times \) magnification, with no perceivable loss in image quality.

Clinical subjective ranking

There was no significant difference in resolution ranking between each camera model (Friedman non-parametric test, \( p>0.05 \)). The ranked order of resolution images was random and the mean ranks did not differ from each other until the compression was \( \leq 25\% \) JPEG compression (compression ratio 1:109; \( p<0.005; \) fig 2). The BMP (bit mapped graphics) format is generally considered to be a comparatively lossless method of compression, yet BMP images were consistently (\( p<0.005 \)) ranked as a lower quality image, comparable to \( \sim 25\% \) (1:109 ratio) JPEG compression.
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**Figure 2** Mean subjective ranking for each camera model’s compression range. Error bars = 1 SD (n = 20).

There was no significant difference in compression ranking between each camera model (\( p>0.05 \)). The ranked order of compression images was random and the mean ranks did not differ from each other until the compression was \( \leq 25\% \) JPEG compression (compression ratio 1:109; \( p<0.005; \) fig 2). The BMP (bit mapped graphics) format is generally considered to be a comparatively lossless method of compression, yet BMP images were consistently (\( p<0.005 \)) ranked as a lower quality image, comparable to \( \sim 25\% \) (1:109 ratio) JPEG compression.
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**Figure 3** Mean objective edge detection and colouration grading for each camera model’s resolution range. Error bars = 1 SD.
could be reduced up to 640×425 pixel resolution with no significant change in edge detection grading and even a reduction to 160×107 pixels had no effect on colour extraction. The lowest appropriate level of resolution identified theoretically, by subjective ranking and objective image analysis grading, was lower than the level recommended for digital retinal imaging.7 The recommended government resolution is greater than SVGA (super video graphics array) resolution monitor resolution and therefore if viewed on a standard monitor, the images will potentially be reduced in image quality compared to an image captured at a lower resolution.

Up to a 1:70 (50%) JPEG compression could be applied to an image (regardless of the camera with which the image was taken on or its pixel resolution) without any apparent loss in subjective image quality. JPEG compression is designed to remove spatial frequencies not utilised by the human eye (by using discrete cosine transforms) and therefore the ability to compress an image by 98.6% (compared to a 2048×1360 TIFF) without a loss in subjective image quality confirms this strategy is successful. The compression is slightly greater than that suggested as appropriate for retinal images.9 11 BMP compression is essentially lossless so it is not clear why BMP compressed images were subjectively rated as of lower image quality than the same resolution TIFF. Objective grading of photographs with image analysis (both edge detection and colour extraction) was unaffected even by 0% JPEG compression. It would therefore appear that the frequencies removed by compression do not affect the image parameters examined.

Once an image was captured, there was no difference in degradation caused by resolution or compression between resolution matched (767×569 pixels) three chip and one chip cameras. However, there were differences between cameras, with the highest resolution camera examined affected by resolution and compression less when analysed by edge detection and more when analysed by colouration compared to the other cameras.

In conclusion, image sizes as small as 767×569 pixels together with 1:70 JPEG compression appear to result in no loss in subjective or objective image quality. A higher pixel resolution image results in a larger file size and potential loss of image quality if viewed on a standard monitor. Use of compression has a greater effect on decreasing image size than reducing resolution before subjective or objective loss of image quality occurs.
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